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The location and focal mechanism of the earthquake are consistent with the event having 
occurred as left-lateral strike slip faulting on the Enriquillo-Plantain Garden fault system. This 
fault system accommodates about 7 mm/y, nearly half the overall motion between the Caribbean 
plate and North America plate. The Enriquillo-Plantain Garden fault system has not produced a 
major earthquake in recent decades. The EPGFZ is the likely source of historical large 
earthquakes in 1860, 1770, and 1751, though none of these has been confirmed in the field as 
associated with this fault. 
 
In this paper we will present the detection and the timing response of the Puerto Rico Seismic 
network both using the automatic and reviewed systems for the Haiti, January mag 7.0 
earthquake. A description of the active earthquake and tsunami protocol for Puerto Rico and the 
Virgin Islands will be discussed as well.  
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THE LESSONS OF THE YEAR 2010 EARTHQUAKES OF HAITI, CHILE AND 
EASTERN CUBA  
 
Three earthquakes of different magnitude, which took place at regions with distinct social 
environments, are briefly evaluated, in order to learn the lessons of each experience.  The 
Haiti’s January 12 earthquake, the most powerful in over 200 years of the country's history, 
reached 7.3 on the Richter scale. Environmental indicators were already at danger levels prior to 
the event, and as a consequence, produced a high toll of injured persons and live lost, severely 
damaged the Haitian apparatus of state, exacerbated the pressure on the environment and natural 
resources, and exposed the extreme vulnerability of the country to unforeseen, but to be 
expected events. The Chilean M 8.8 earthquake and tsunami of February 27th, produced much 
less human casualties and injuries, posted strong pressure on the apparatus of state exposing 
some vulnerabilities, as there was not tsunami alert, and the damage to infrastructure was 
severe, but less than in the example of Haiti. On the other hand, the March 22 Cuban M 5.6 
event produced little damage and just a few persons were injured by side effects from the quake.   
The lessons can be organized as follow.  
 
Preparation for the disaster.  In Haiti there was not awareness previous to the event, so the 
communities were in great vulnerability.  In Chile, there was awareness, as in recent years took 
place sever events, so the communities were less vulnerable. In Cuba, in general there is 
information and preparation for natural hazards, and the wide press covertures of the Haitian 
and Chilean events, created a great expectation to the possibility of a similar success.  
 
Reaction during and after the event.  In Haiti the public and state reaction was rather chaotic, 
and the post disaster activity was strongly dependent on external sources, as it is the restoration 
of the country normal activity, already critical before the earthquake.  In Chile, external support 
was not the main source of recovery, as there was internal capability.  Nevertheless, the failure 
to inform about the possible occurrence of a tsunami, elevated the toll of human and 
infrastructural lost.  In Cuba, there was knowledge of the possible occurrence of an earthquake, 
there were minimum infrastructural damage due to the combination of low magnitude and 
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adequate antiseismic designs, but some people were injured, mostly those which did not follow 
the indications as how to behave during an earthquake. 
 
Preparation for a future event.  Just after the event, the most important step is to evaluate the 
cause of the damages, and create a comprehensive program to reduce vulnerability in both a 
short and long term.  In short term people under inadequate living conditions has to be 
permanently evacuated, and in long term the actions has to be taken to eliminate, step by step, 
all the vulnerabilities. This program require an important investment, but clearly less expensive 
than the lost of precious lives, as well as cultural, historic heritage, and the economic 
infrastructure.  
 
In this presentation the experience of visiting the regions of eastern Cuba after the March 22 (M 
5.6) and during the April 12 (M 4.4) events are discussed.  
“While we cannot prevent natural phenomena such as earthquake and cyclones, we can limit 
their consequence” (UN Global Assessment Report on Disaster Risk Reduction, 17 May 2009). 
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PROPOSED SEISMIC HAZARD MAP FOR THE DOMINICAN REPUBLIC AND 
MICROZONATION STUDIES FOR SANTIAGO 
 
As part of a larger suggested seismic hazard mitigation program for the Dominican Republic, 
we propose to carry out two important tasks: creation of a probabilistic ground shaking hazard 
map for the country, and a seismic hazard microzonation mapping project for Santiago and the 
surrounding Cibao Valley. Although the United States Geological Survey recently published a 
probabilistic seismic hazard map for Haiti that encompasses the entire island of Hispaniola, the 
authors emphasize that the results are valid only for Haiti due to the omission of important 
seismic sources that impact regions outside of Haiti. We propose to construct such a map for the 
Dominican Republic, including all relevant seismic sources, and refinements such as calibration 
of attenuation functions and inclusion of Vs30 values for the Cibao Valley derived from Task 2 
of this project. The second task is a comprehensive seismic hazard microzonation study for 
Santiago and the surrounding Cibao Valley. The results will include local maps depicting 
landslide and liquefaction susceptibility from earthquake ground motions, and locations of 
active fault traces. This task will also include geophysical field work to determine the depth and 
density of sediments in the valley, and the nature of seismic wave amplification due to deep and 
near-surface soil properties. The probability of a geologic hazard occurrence at a specific 
location will be determined by combining the ground motion triggering level for that hazard 
with the ground motion probability from the hazard map in Task 1. This result will give 
engineers and planners knowledge of where the most vulnerable infrastructure and lifelines are 
and allow them to plan and carry out mitigation activities in a rational and cost-effective 
manner. 
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